
The coronavirus pandemic rapidly changed higher education - but change also 
creates opportunity. Higher Ed, see how you can approach these challenges and how 
to overcome them:

     THE CHALLENGES:
• Remote learning isn’t going anywhere - it is here to stay. 

• Declining enrollment is not a new problem. According to Forbes it’s actually been declining over the 

past ten years - 16% nationwide, and 22% specifically at community colleges.

• Budget constraints are real and can cause schools to miss significant opportunities.

• Employer needs, meaning what skills are businesses looking for in your students. Unfortunately, there 

is a disconnect between what the school thinks they are producing and what the world wants. It’s a 

classic argument of theory vs skills. 

     HOW TO OVERCOME THEM:
• Evergreen content allows remote learning to win. In fact, for cybersecurity in particular, it’s the kind of 

platform where these skills thrive. Online programs allow you to update the content immediately, which 

keeps students up to date on everything they need to know and totally prepared when they enter the 

job market.

• Redefining who your “students” are. The new student is savvy. The #1 reason they go to school is to 

improve their status in the job market. They are looking for programs that directly address those needs.

• View budget constraints as an ROI. You need to place an emphasis on the cost of higher education - 

you’re not just getting a job with these skills, you’re paving a way for a career.

• Employers want and need skilled hires. Think of employers as your new customer, go to them and see 

what their needs are. 
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1. You need an innovative, short, and applicable program. Cybint’s cybersecurity 
bootcamp creates revenue for your university and gives students the skills to land the 
job.

2. Market your program not just as a “job” but as a career opportunity. This is how you 
retain them. The cybersecurity skill set is portable. The skill set is lucrative. The skill set 
is sustainable.

3. Meet learners where they are. Remote learning, blended - fit their schedule and show 
you’re dedicated to their professional growth.

4. Bonus! Connect to employers - they’re your new customer, go to them and see what 
their needs are.
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